Heels & Souls
It’s A Ghostly Thing… That Savannah Swing
It's Saturday night and the jitterbug jive is rock'n the joint. It's a night nobody
will forget as crazy high-spirited ghosts kick up the graveyard dust and
boogie-woogieThe Savannah Swing all over town.
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What’s the book about:
A young couple accidently toss out a pair of dancing shoes and inadvertently disturb a ghost. This unfortunate incident
puts the ghost, Julia, in a repetitious cycle of searching for her shoes every Saturday night at seven o'clock. Julia begins
stealing all unattended white shoes and collects them on the front steps of the old Savannah Social Club where in 1942.
It was there that she was run over by a bus while trying to cross the street on her way meet a handsome young solider
for a night of dancing.
A local root doctor insists Julia’s shoes must be found to solve the problem. But when the shoes are located, more
turmoil erupts. With her dancing shoes on, Julia needs another dancing partner so she’s kidnapping military personnel to
find the perfect one. Now the only solution is to raise up the dead solder Julia was supposed to meet in the forties. Then
everything can go back to normal in Savannah. Except that it doesn’t. Who knew raising one soldier could cause so much
pandemonium?

Why should people read the book? This book is a fun easy read that takes place in Savannah. (locals will
recognize the places mentioned and visitors will go out looking for them) There are no bad words, just plenty
of lighthearted humor. I wrote the jitterbug lyrics myself. (That Savannah Swing, Dad For The Jive, The
Graveyard Swing, Hey Ed, Don’t Be Dead) Anybody who enjoys ghosts, romance, Savannah history and swing
dance music will find this book a delightful adventure.
About JK Bovi. I attended East Carolina University and worked for The Wall Street Journal. I am currently
employed as a graphic designer and have always been a professional in the printing industry. My wonderful
husband and my two sons are my greatest supporters. For over the past ten years, I’ve call Savannah my
home.
Other Books By The Author: Wicked Haints, Dead Man’s Fingers, Zombies Y’all!
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